
1. Introduction
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Incineration is an attractive alternative for the
treatment of several classes of toxic wastes. In
addition to providing a significant reduction in
waste volume, incineration allows recovery of a
substantial amount of energy. Many metals are
rendered less toxic through promotion to higher
oxidation states. Recent legislation has largely
eliminated such less expensive options as landfills
and surface impoundments in favor of source
minimization and post-treatment technologies. Of
the post-treatment technologies available, inciner
ation is one of the most versatile, and the one for
which considerable operational experience exists.
Thus, considerable growth in the use of incinera
tion for hazardous waste disposal is expected
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Solutions of the steady, two-dimensional Navier-Stokes. thermal energy, radiation flux, and
species conservation equations have been computed for a dump combustor geometry with
downstream constriction. The equations are solved in the conservative finite-difference form on
a nonuniform rectilinear grid of sufficient resolution to capture the momentum/thermal bound
ary layers accurately. The numerical procedure, SIMPLEST, which is a variation of SIMPLE,
is used to ensure more rapid convergence. A Ie - € model is incorporated for the enclosure of
turbulence with a wall function. The combustion model, ESCRS(extended simple chemically
reacting system) with eddy break-up model for the reaction rates of species conservation
equation or energy equation is also used. For the good destruction of hazardous waste, it is
effective that the waste is injected in the recirculation zone of high temperature with the
condition not disturbing the combustion cavity. Excess oxygen from a lean core flame can be
effectively utilized for waste destruction with the hydrocarbon waste injection as fuel-rich
condition. The core flame has a significant impact on the structure of recirculation cell, in some
cases completely changing the nature of the flow within the cavity. The optimum velocity of
waste injection exists for the highest temperature at the recirculation zone. A premixed flame
type for the auxiliary fuel is good for high temperature and long residence time to be large cavity
in the recirculation zone.
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gradually (Krieger, 1989). Particularly dump
combustor located on the same site where the
waste is generated usually have been considered
as an attractive' combustor for the less opposition
of public.

Dump combustors are characterized by the
sudden expansion of a fuel-air mixture into a
combustion cavity formed by a rearward facing
step. While a stable combustion configuration can
be achieved in which two flames are attached to
the rearward-facing steps, combustion instabil
ities frequently arises in which vortical structures
coincident with the flames are periodically shed
from the flame-holding dump plane, that is, from
the steps at the entrance to the combustion cavity
(Logan et al. 1991). The vortices can be shed
alternately from either side of the dump plane,
exciting transverse modes of acoustic oscillation
within the cavity and creating the phenomenon
known as screech (Rogers et al, 1956). Longitudi-
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2. Numerical Models

Here C" and p are empirical constant and density

respectively. Thus this model is closed by solving

transport equations for k and e shown in Table l.

Effective turbulent viscosity (fl.eJY) is defined as:

2.2 Wall function
A wall function is used near a wall, since the

expression of u, given by equation (I) is accurate

only at the fully turbulent flow region. For the

(4)

(3)if y. < 11.5

if y~~ 11.5

jLef.i=fl.

_ fl.Y
-1.5In(9y~

2CH. + O2 --- 2CO +4H2

2CO + O2 ''''''' 2C02

lH2 + O2 ''''''' lH20

The chemical reaction rate for each of this

reactions (t = I, 2, 3) can be expressed as

2.4 Radiation model
Radiation heat transfer plays a dominant role

in most combustor and industrial furnace. The

products of gas combustion, such as CO 2 and H2

0, are strong selective adsorbers and emitters. The

composite flux model has been widely applied in

combustion chambers and furnaces by Gosman et

al. (1973) and Khalil(1975).

where a is the EBU constant which has a value of

4.0, s stoichiometric requirement, max oxidant

mass fraction, and 111£ the species mass fractions

of CHI' CO and H2 U=l, 2,3. respectively).

2.3 Combustion model
The combustion model used is ESCRS

(extended simple chemically- reacting system)

which allows for variable specific heats, density,

temperature and heats of reaction. the data for

which are taken from the CHEMKIN (Kee et a!.

1981) thermodynamic data base. The ESCRS

model in this study is used by the finite-rate

chemistry model of which the chemical reactions

are relatively slow like premixed flames,

Two-step three reactions such as the burning of

CH4 with Hz and CO as intermediates via all

three reactions is used as follows

where y~= pkli2C,~1!4.~ and Yt is a normal dis

tance from a wall to the corresponding first inter

nal grid point.

velocity components parallel to a wall, the diffu

sion fluxs are calculated by defining an effective

turbulent viscosity from the empirical law of the

wall'?' as

(2)fl.eJY=fl.+fl.t

where fl. is the molecular viscosity

2.1 Turbulent model
The k-:e turbulent model (Launder et al.

(972) is used for turbulent 110w, where a Prandtl

- Kolmogorov relationship is used to correlate the

turbulent viscosity fl.t to the turbulent kinetic

energy (k) and its dissipation rate (c) .

pk2

fl.t=Ct.,€ (I)

nal mode combustion instabilities, in which the

pairs of shed vortices are in phase with each

other. have been studied more recently through

experimental(Pitz et al., 1983; Pointsot et at.

1987) as well as analytical efforts (Yang et al.

1986).

Most of past studies have been focused on the

flame stability and structure. However we are

interested in utilizing the large hot recirculation

zones in the dump cavity as oxidizing chemical

reactors for the destruction of hazardous wastes.

We are concerned with the residence time of

wastes and rate of entrainment of oxidizing

species within the recirculation zone, and with the

effects on both of the location and rate of waste

injection.

In this paper we present the construction of a

steady two-dimensional model of the combustor

with combustion models. and its use in character

izing the structure of the flame front and recir

culation zone. For the presentation of basic data

for the design of dump combustor, parametric

screening studies have been done with different

conditions.
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where S represents the Stefan-Boltzmann con

stant 0. e., 5.6678 X 10- 8 W j m2K 4
) and T is the

absolute fluid temperature.

The composite radiation fluxs are defined as

T._1440K

3. Calculations

~T T -'.OK
~L ~

j ExJt t Main burner

~1,.mI2.1.J
I ,4 I

The nonuniform, orthogonal computational

grid used for the unit aspect ratio (A=LjS)
simulations is shown in Fig. L Boundary condi

tions and physical dimensions are as indicated in

the figure. Coordinate stretching has been em

ployed to increase the grid density near the dump

and outlet planes because we expect the fluid

dynamic effects to be important there. Grid

compaction is employed in the core flow to accu

rately capture the flame. The grid arrangement for

the unit aspect ratio simulations is 47 X 56. The

calculations have been performed for reference

flame selected by computing a series of cases and

for the flames changed parameters to be impor

tant factors for the design of dump combustors.

The basic conservation equations for mass,

momentum, energy, turbulence quantities, radia

tion flux and species concentration can be expres

sed, in an Eulerian cartesian coordinate, as

! (plI¢) + aO (pv¢) =+(J¢ °a¢)ox y (IX X

+~(r.~'t)+S (12)ay ~ oy ¢

in which ¢ denotes general dependent variables

per unit mass. p, u, c, r¢ and S9 stand for

density, .Y, y velocity components, diffusion co-

(6)

(8)

(7)

( 10)

Rx

Llt= P Vol
~minj

j

d ( I dR" s
dx a+ s dx) =a(R.<- E) + 2 (Rx - Ry )

t (a~s dj};)=a(Ry-El +~ (Ry-Rxl

where a and s represent the absorption and scat

tering coefficient respectively.

The E is the black-body emissive power as

The assumptions of four flux model used in th is

study allow the energy transfer in four principal

coordinate direction. The RTEs (radiative trans

fer equations) are given by Spalding(l980) as

where Ix, I" are radiation fluxes in positive and

negative axial (x); /y, Iv in positive and negative

axial (y).

The contribution of radiative heat transfer to

the energy equation is a source term involving the

divergence of the radiative heat flux. The source

term of the energy equation is given as Eq. (9).

Srad=2a[Rx+ Ry-2E] (9)

2.5 Residence time

To calculate the residence time in a dump

combustor, the scalar variable ¢ in Eq. (12) must

be solved. The accumulation of time is accounted

for by special sources, which are related to the

fluid residence time in a cell. This residence time,

LIt, is calculated as:

where p is the fluid density, Vol the cell volume.

and min} the mass inflow to the cell through face

j, where the summation is over all faces. This

source should be the product of the cell residence

time. Jt, and the mass flow rate through the cell,

~;niJlj' Hence, the source is given by:
J

• p Vol ""
S¢=~ .:..,minj=PVO!

£ ..,1niJlj j
j

([J )
Fig. 1 Computational grid with boundary condi

tions and physical dimensions.
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efficient and source term corresponding to ¢,
respectively. Expression for T; and S¢ are

presented in Table I together with empirical

constants for the k - c turbulent model (Khalil et

al. 1975), where (J denotes turbulent Prandtl/

Schmidt number, and Table 2 for ESCS with

eddy break-up model.

The solution of the Eulerian gas phase equa

tions are done by control volume based on the

finite difference procedure. A detailed description

of this method is given by Patan kar ( 1980).

In brief, the method requires the division of the

Table 1 Expression for r~ and S~ for k-E turbulence
model.

Constant in Turbulence Model

C,=1.44. C2=1.92, C p=O.09, 0,=1.22. 0.=0.9

Table 2 Expression for T« and S~ for combustion

models.

¢ r, S1

mCH, l:!:.!1L
WCH,

OCR,

I

mco Pwf I Wco
aco

tnH, Peff I U'H2
OHZ I

h f.1:;f I(rncH,HcH,+ mcoHco+ inH,HH,) - si:
h ,

f /Lwf -
OJ

• Srad is in equation (9)

Constant in Combustion Models

computational domain into a number of control

volumes, each associated with a grid print. The

governing differential equations in each control

volume profile are approximated in each coordi

nate direction in this study, the power-law

scheme is employed for the discretization of the

convection term appeared in the governing Eq.

(12) .

A system of discretized linear equations is

solved iteratively due to the nonlinear feature of

the equation implicity imbedded in the coefficient

of the discretized equation. To solve RTEs the

conduction term (i. e., first term) in equation

(12) is omitted

The numerical procedure, SIMPLEST (Semi

Implict Method for Pressure-Linked Equations

ShorTened) algorithm (Spalding, 1988), is used

to enclosure rapid converge.

4. Results

4.1 Cavity hydrodynamics and flame struc
ture

To study the cavity hydrodynamics and flame

structure, a reference flame (referred to

FLAMEI) is selected by computing a series of

cases. Calculations have been performed for

premixed methane-air mixtures (i. e., core flame)

of equivalence ratio(¢m) =0.8 entering the com

bustor at 500K and a uniform velocity of 20m/s.

The hydrocarbon waste of ¢s= 1.2 has entered

with 300K and 5m/s. It has been injected at an

angle of 45 degree towards the outer wall. Unit

aspect ratio was used for FLAMEl.

The use of the recirculation region within the

cavity is evaluated as an oxidizing chemical reac

tor for the destruction of hazardous wastes. Incin

eration systems are generally designed to use time,

temperature and mixing with sufficient oxygen to

effect destruction.

Figure 2 shows the velocity fields for reacting

flow. Velocity vectors increase through exit line

from main burner by the reactions of core flame.

Large cavity in dump is formed by fluid recircula

tion. The waste injector is located at the top of the

cavity 3/4 of the way towards the outer wall by

the result of computing a series of cases with lean
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Waste Injector

~

Fig.2 Calculated velocity fields for FLAME!.

Methane contours near the main burner have the

core shapes. The methane concentration decreases

gradually up to flame front (which exists high

temperature in dump as can be seen in Fig. (6).

The main mixture is consumed by burning, they

decrease drastically from the rear of flame front.

The concentration in the recirculation zone is

highest at the point where waste is injected. After

burning, remained waste moves through stream

flow. The methane has been consumed at the exit

completely by which remained methane reacts

with oxygen through long exhaust line (refer to

heat exchanger). Oxygens entering from the main

burner and waste injector decrease by burning.

Remained oxygen form core flame (when main

mixture is fuel-lean, that is q)rn =0.8). enters

either to recirculation to react with waste or to a

heat exchanger to react with remained combus

tible components. Most of recirculation cell has

uniform oxygen concentration. This oxidizing

species must be supplied by diffusion across the

streamline separating the recirculation zone from

the core now. As stated in the introduction of this

section it is important to have sufficient oxygen in

the recirculation zone and particularly at the top

-wall in this combustor. This top-wall is the

region of which the remained oxygen is going to

waste injector. By this oxygen the intermediates

(created by the burning of waste mixture) could

have a chance to burn out.

-", .. '_ ,."- .
".,.." ,,-.., ".

,,
"" I,,

-. ,- ,- ,-, ,
"" \,."., \
'''11,,

... _---==:==:::::::...... _-- .. _-_ .... _-
, .., .., ..
I J ••

...
I I , ,
)-1 ,, ..
" . ,
I' , •
I' , ..

core flames. The location chosen in this study is

to minimize the destruction of the recirculation

cell structure at high injection rates as can be seen

in figure. Through different computing condition

of core flames, it is found that the core flame has

a very significant impact on the structure of recir

culation cell, in some cases completely changing

the nature of the flow within the cavity.

Methane and oxygen plots are shown in Fig. 3.

Waste injector

ICH, mass fi'lIctiOnl

.00$180

j\ ~J
j ~ -,."

I to, mass fractionl

Exit t • Main burner

Fig. 3 CH. and O2 mass fractions for FLAME!.
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Carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (Hz)

mass fractions are presented in Fig. 4. Both

species are intermediates in Eq. (4). They are the

products of incomplete combustion (PICs) in this

system. The shapes of both mass fraction contours

show almost same while CO mass fraction is

higher than Hz. They will react with O2 to be

carbon dioxide(COz) and vapour t l-l-O) if the

combustor could burn this intermediates sucess

fully. For the design of dump combustor it is

important factor for good PICs to be low concen

tration at the exit as could be seen in figure.

The contours of CO2 and H20 mass fractions

are given in Fig. 5. It may consider that most of

both species are produced at the rear of the flame

front by reacting with intermediates (i. e., CO and

Hz) produced at the inside of core flame, even

though those in the cavity are higher. The reason

showing higher concentration in the cavity is

because the species producing in the rear of flame

front diffuse and aviate to the cavity by different

mass and through flow stream. Although doing

not take part in the burning, they transfer heat by

thermal diffusion to the recirculation cell. This

may permit that the waste injected dump have

long residence time with high temperature.

Exit'

Waste injector

'-~
.. ( ~
~ 2.00595E~ r
§\", .~'1'1!
" ~

~~=."tf1 leo mass fractionI

+Mainbumer Exit t Main bumer

Waste injector

Fig. 4 CO and H2 mass fractions for FLAME I.

Waste injector

leo, mass fractionI

Fig. 5 CO2 and H20 mass fractions for FLAME l.

[H,O mass fraction [
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Exit t • Main burner

Waste injector

'~"'~~~
+41604

!Temperature(Kll

Wasta injector

Fig.6 Temperature and black-body emissive power for FLAME!.

Figure 6 depicts the temperature field and
black-body power in Eq. (7) of four nux radia
tion model. The highest temperature and black

-body power are found between the flume front
and the streamline separating the core flow from
the recirculation zone. Both counters show same
shape nearly. It means that the block-body power

depends on the absolute temperature as can be
seen in Eq, (7). The combustor designed in this
study guarantees complete destruction. because
most of wastes burn in recirculation zone and that

complete burning is possible in a heat exchanger.
Also the latent heat in the heat exchanger trans
fers to dump to increase the reaction rate of
mixture in main burner.

Dump combustors are characterized by the
sudden expansion of a fuel-air mixture into a

combustion cavity. Recirculation zones are typi
cally stabilized within the cavity by sudden
increase in cross-section at the point where the

fuel-air mixture is introduced and the reactants
are ignited. These zones contain mostly high

temperature combustion products. and exchange
mass and momentum relatively slowly with the
surrounding gases. As a result, matter within the

recirculation zone experiences a much longer
residence time than that in the core flow. This

means that waste through the recirculation zone
can be destructed with high temperature.

4.2 Parametric screening studies

4.2.1 Equivalence ratio
The calculations have been performed to get

the effect of equivalence ratio in waste Injector

with <Pm=O.8, <Ps=5 or in main burner with <Pm=
I. <Ps= J.2. Through calculations. we could see
that the velocity fields depend only weakly on
equivalence ratio.

Figure 7 depicts the results for <Ps = 5 with

which <Pm(=O.8) is like that of FLAME!. A
great quantity of hydrocarbon waste injected from
the waste injector remains in the dump for which
they could not burn owing to lack of oxygen. In
the side of main burner, CH 4 also is larger than

FLAME I even though <Pm is the same value. The
reason is because remained waste in the recircula
tion cell is diffused at the point where oxygen

exists to burn out. Remained CH., reacts continu
ously with oxygen through heat exchanger. There

fore CH.I mass fraction at the exit is very low
although it is higher than FLAME I. Because the
waste mixture is fuel-rich, the mass fraction of

remained oxygen in recirculation cell is very low.
Excess air entering from the main burner is con

sumed gradually and almost depleted at the exit
due to reaction with remained methane. Compari
son with the temperature of FLAME I in Fig. 6

indicates that the temperature in heat exchanger
and near flame front is high by reacting with
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!CH, massfractionl

tMa;nboner
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leo mass fradlOnl

+Mainbuner

Waste injec10r,

0 1

.....v i
!"....gi\

ITemperature091

Fig.7 Selected components changed the equivalence ratio of 5.0 In the surrogate injector corresponding
FLAMEI.

methane incoming from recirculation zone. The

temperature of the recirculation zone is lower

comparing with FLAME 1. It is interesting that

the temperature distribution in the recirculation

zone is different with FLAME I. By increasing the

equivalence ratio in waste injector. gas tempera

ture in the center increases while that of wall sides

decreases. This is due to the exothermic reaction

by which the methane in the center contacts with

excess air incoming from the rear flame front.

Because the waste mixture is fuel-rich. most of

waste pass through near wall by fluid stream

having no chance enough to react. It is why the

gas temperature of wall side shows low value. The

CO mass fraction at the exit is very low although

it is higher than FLAME 1. Increasing the equiva

lence of waste injector means the increase of

capacity of hazardous waste to be treated. In the

case of this f1ame the temperature of recirculation

zone is higher I,OOO·C which most of hazardous

waste could be destructed (Proctor et a!. 1987».

and CO at the exit is very low. Therefore it is

useful for this f1ame to be used for hazardous

waste incineration with hydrocarbon waste. The

equivalence ratio in waste injector is important

factor to destruct various hazardous wastes.

Figure 8 shows temperature and CO mass frac

tion contours for 9m = 1.0 with which <Ps (=0.8)
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Waste injector Waste injector

ICO mass fraction!ITemperature(K} I

17
03('74
1:,)~ \

"" !J
165o.sa

tMainbumer

Fig. 8 Temperature and CO mass fraction changed the equivalence ratio of 1.0 in main burner
corresponding FLAME 1.

ITemperature{K) I
+Mainbumer Exit.

A leo mass fraction I
+Mainbumer

Fig.9 Temperature and CO mass fraction changed the input temperature of 300K in main burner
corresponding FLAME!.

is like that of FLAME I. The lower temperature
appears in the recirculation cell with cornparition
to FLAME l. The reason is that low amount of
oxygen diffuses to the recirculation cell from the
flame front of core flame. The core flame tempera
ture is higher due to the reduction of exhaust heat
loss by excess air. With remained methane burns,
the temperature of heat exchanger is increased.
CO mass fraction at the exit may be increased by
reduction of the equivalence ratio of main burner.
This flame has a merit for low exhaust heat loss.
However products and incomplete combustion

(PICs) may be increased due to basically the lack
of oxygen stoichiometrically. Although these
flame could be used under this condition, the
careful attention must be paid to equivalence in
the design and operation of this incinerator.

4.2.2 Input temperature
The input temperature for atmosphere condi

tionri. e.. 300K) is shown in Figure 9. Most of
region in dump combustor IS lower than
FLAME l. The reason is because the enthalpy of
mixture entering to dump has a low value due to
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low input temperature. Although the temperature

in a dump combustor is lower than FLAMEl,

this condition is good for the destruction of

hazardous waste because of increasing the enth

alpy by heated input mixture. The CO mass frac

tion at the exit is nearly same value.

4.2.3 Injection angle and velocity
Figure 10 depicts the velocity vectors and tem

perature for which waste is injected at 45 degree

towards the inner recirculation cell at the condi

tion like FLAME 1. The velocity vectors are

almost same shape like FLAME I while the lower

velocity appears In dump comparing with

FLAME I because nearly counter injection

achieves in inflow gas stream at the left side of the

top wall in the recirculation zone. The vectors in

recirculation cell are not disturbed by waste injec

tion as can be seen in figure. In comparison with

FLAM E l. higher temperature in the center of

20m/s
Waste injector

ITemperalurelK)!

Waste injector

u.ll. \ \ lIt

·'.l t \ \ tt

1"1 I I III

"'11 I III

'~l J J 1 I I

!II' I I 1:1

1/1/ J J j If
Il{f I 1/11

:::

I, .
r I, •

f!, •
r I. ,

!!, ,
1", ,

t -::;::;;==== =:: :: =: ::.,
',,--- ----- .. -~,

Fig. 10 Velocity fvectors and temperature contour changed the direction of surrogate injection toward inner
recirculation cell corresponding FLAM E1.

Waste Injector

"
Arc:)\~

II <,..<.
IJ ~"14"

~\' !Temperalure(Kl fer 2m/al

Exit ,. t Main burner

Waste In~ctor

Fig. 11 Temperatures varying surrogate injection velocity corresponding FLAME 1.
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Fig, 12 Velocity vectors, temperature and selected components for FLAME2.

recirculation cell is found while the gas tempera
ture near outer wall is a little bit low. High
temperature in the center is due to the diffusion of
hydrocarbon waste to core reacting with excess
oxygen in the center. Therefore we could know
that if the velocity vector is not be disturbed by
waste injection like this flame, good destruction
and removal efficiency(DRE) may be expected.

Figure II depicts the temperature of different
injection velocities of waste such as 2mjs and
[Om/s, respectively. At the waste velocity of 2m/
s, temperature shows a somewhat lower than
FLAME l. resulting lower waste input as the

injection of low flow rates by decreasing the
velocity. However the temperatures at rear flame
front and heat exchanger are high due to the
reaction of remained unburn methane by low
velocity. For the injection velocity of IOm/s,
which is higher injection velocity than FLAME I,
the temperature is lower than FLAME I by differ
ent reasons. Low temperature in the recirculation
cell is the reason that the hydrocarbon waste has
not enough reaction time in recirculation zone
due to the injection of velocity. Remained waste
reacts with excess oxygen at rear flame front and
heat exchanger to be higher temperature. It is
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Waste injector

\.

Exit t IMain bumor

IRemdonco timo/sectl

IMain burner

IResidence timo/secll

Fig.13 Residence rime of FLAME I and FLAME:~

interesting that the velocity of waste injection has

optimum value to be highest temperature at the
recirculation cell.

4.2.4 Variation of combustor configuration
To show general idea with variation of configu

ration, another combustor (referred to

fLAME2) is used by which dump volume and

physical properties (i, e., inlet temperature, equiv

alence and so on) are same condition with

FLAME I. The calculations for this combustor

have been performed for half domain because the
shape is axymmetric.

Figure 12 shows the velocity vectors. tempera

ture, O2 and CO mass fractions for FLAME2.

Velocity vectors show that a cavity in the recir

culation cell is formed in the dump like Fig. 2 of

FLAMEI. Also the highest temperature is found

between the flame front and the streamline separ

ating the core flow from the recirculation cell.

Comparing with FLAME l, the temperature of

the recirculation cell and exhaust exit are lower

due to short residence time. Remained oxygens in

the recirculation cell and exhaust exit are higher

than FLAME 1. The reason at recirculation cell is

why O2 in the dump combustor do not have

chance reacting with intermediates, which gener

ate during the combustion process at the flame

front, due to short residence time comparing with

FLAMEI (see fig. (3). The reason at exhaust

exit is due to the by-pass of excess air from the

main burner. while main mixture inlet and

exhaust exit are located at the same line. CO mass

fraction is higher than FLAME [ because it does

not have a chance reacting with remained O2 in

recirculation cell due to short residence time. It

may show that PIC (i. e., CO in this study)

increase for FLAME2.

As a result. it is good for FLAME I to destruct

hazardous waste due to high temperature with

long residence time in the recirculation cell and

heat exchanger set up fLAMEI only.

5. Summary and Conclusions

We have studied cavity dynamics and flame

structure about reference flame (i. eo. FLAME I)

selected by computing a series of cases in the

complex hydrodynamic environment of a dump

combustor. The basic concepts for the design of a

dump combustor are provided by parametric

screening studies.

Most of hazardous wastes include flame in

hibitors like sulfur hexa fluoride(SFG) , commer

cial fire retardant(Halon 1211 or CF2CIBr) and

so on. It is reported that the inhibitors reduce

adiabatic flame temperature, particu lady over

20% for halogen.

In this study a methane as hydrocarbon waste is

only used due to the absence of combustion

models of inhibitors until now. Even though the

inhibitor is to be included, good DRE and Pies
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may be possible for our combustor as can be

known by which the temperature of dump com

bustor is higher than IOOO°C which is minimum

temperature for the destruction of hazardous

waste. Therefore our calculations by using hydro

carbon waste may be reasonable for hazardous

wastes because the flow fields are not influenced

by above surrogates (Smith et al. 1990).

The formation of the recirculation cell is impor

tant to have long residence time at high tempera

ture for the destruction of hazardous waste.

Therefore the waste injector has been located at

the point where the recirculation cell do not

disturbed. The core flame has a very significant

impact on the structure of recirculation cell, in

some cases completely changing the nature of the

flow within the cavity.

By parametric screening studies in our combus

tor, we have the results as follows:

(I) They are good ORE and PICs that the

mixture of main burner is supplied by fuel-lean

and that of waste injector is of fuel-lean.

(2) Entering as the atmospheric temperature of

main burner and waste mixture are satisfactorily

good conditions to destruct hazardous waste

designed in this study.

(3) A optimum velocity of waste injection

exists for highest temperature in recirculation cell.

(4) The configuration like FLAME::~ has good

ORE, but not well PIes. However good PICs and

ORE are obtained in our combustor(i. e.,

FLAMEI) with a heat exchanger.

The dump combustor designed in this study has

several good characteristics in an incineration

application. For a high degree of mixing within

the recirculation cell and high temperature in the

heat exchanger, it may guarantee for good PICs

and ORE. These have relatively long residence

time for hazardous wastes within the zone of

highest temperature and radical concentrations,

or, equivalently, a relatively compact combustor.

These characteristics lead to a very compact

device, one which is potentially transportable or

usable in a dedicated manner by a small genera

tor.
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